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SYLENS

Little is truly known about 
Sylens, a wandering scholar, 
sage, and warrior. His past 
is a series of whispers, 
misdirections, and enigmas 
– all of which he encourages. 
As long as he can stay 
unseen in the shadows, 
he can freely pursue 
his obsession: learning 
everything he can about the 
origins of man and machine.

You can click on the image 
descriptions in this guide to 
jump to a section.
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fACE

Sylens has brown eyes and 
wears a Focus. 

Machine cable

Brown eyes

Shredded fabric fibers

Buckskin leather

Blue machine cable

Blue machine cable



fACE

His face is decorated with blue 
cables stitched through his 
chin and the right side of his 
head, a custom to shamans 
from the Banuk tribe.

Buckskin leather

Shredded fabric fibers

Focus



tOP

Sylens wears a brown 
leather top and a leather 
cowl padded with fur. 

Machine parts taken 
from a Deathbringer

Buckskin leather

Leather cowl



ARm LEft Sylens has blue wires threaded through his skin and wears a green leather 
arm band as decoration. 

Blue machine cables

Leather bracelet



ARm RIGht On Sylens' right arm, he wears a machine plate 
bracer, kept in place with blue fabric. 

Machine plate

Green dyed full 
grain leather

Rough linen
wrappings

Blue machine cable



ACCESSORIES

bACk

RIGhtfRONtLEft

Sylens is always on the move and carries his belongings in a large bundle on 
his back.

Green dyed full grain leather

Machine part fastner



bELt Sylens' belt is made of a machine spine, wrapped with dyed linen. The front 
is decorated with a large machine part. 

Machine parts taken 
from a Deathbringer

Machine part

Shredded linen



The bottom of his robe is made of dyed leather pieces and is held in 
place by a blue rope and machine part belt. bOttOm

Machine parts taken 
from a Deathbringer

Machine cableShredded linen

Green dyed full grain leather



Sylens' pants are made 
of bucksin leather with 
full grain leather panels 
stitched on the front and 
back of the pants.

bOttOm

Full grain leather

Buckskin leather

Rough linen wrappings



ShOES

SIDE SIDEfRoNt baCk

Sylens' boots are made of leather and wrapped with blue linen.

Green dyed full          

grain leather

Machine cable

Buckskin leather

Leather cable


